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ABSTRACT

A physical experiment can be fully linked and im-

mersed within a virtual (numerical) domain through the

real-time exchange of boundary conditions between the ex-

periment and the numerical simulation. Such immersive

wave control experimentation relies on active sources de-

ployed around a physical domain (e.g., a water tank) to

change its boundary condition. However, in theory, the

control algorithm requires sources with an isotropic radia-

tion pattern, while physical sources typically exhibit angle-

dependent radiation characteristics. This discrepancy can

be overcome by a processing method carried out in the

frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain if the source radia-

tion pattern is known. Here we show the measured ra-

diation pattern of a custom-built Bender-mode X-spring

(BMX) type piezoelectric source that will be used in under-

water acoustic immersive wave experimentation. We mea-

sure the half-space radiation pattern of the BMX source

that is mounted at the center of a steel plate with a trans-

versely deployed planar receiver surface. The acquired

data is redatumed to that corresponding to receivers de-

ployed along a semi-circle and the source at the origin. The

BMX source shows a non-negligible radiation pattern with

the highest energy at normal and decreasing power grad-

ually to its perpendicular. The measured radiation pattern

will be incorporated into the 3-D physical implementation

of immersive wave experimentation.

1. INTRODUCTION

For laboratory wave propagation experimentation, the con-

cept of immersive boundary conditions [1] has emerged in

recent years, originating from the method of exact bound-

ary conditions used in numerical modeling [2, 3]. Im-

mersive wave experimentation involves deploying active

sources around the physical boundary of a closed domain

(e.g., water tank), enabling to fully immerse the domain

into a surrounding virtual medium. Figure 1 shows a two-

dimensional (2-D) setup for immersive experimentation

where sources on the active boundary Semt cancel out-

going waves (e.g., ray path 1 or its reflection along ray

path 3) and produce in-going waves (e.g., ray path 4) that

result from the wavefield interactions with the surround-

ing virtual medium. The produced in-going waves are also

canceled when arriving at Semt. Wave cancellation and

production apply to first and higher-order scattered waves

between the physical and virtual domains, producing an

illusion within the physical domain that waves propagate

seamlessly in the combined two domains.

Semt
(rigid boundary)

  Srec 

(monopole)
emitters

receivers

 virtual domain

 physical domain

physical
scatterer

virtual
scatterer
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2

1

Figure 1. Schematic of immersive wave experimentation.

The setup includes (1) a recording surface Srec consisting

of closely spaced receivers (blue dots), (2) a rigid boundary

(red rectangle) surrounding the physical domain, (3) emit-

ters (red dots) mounted on the rigid boundary (i.e., emitting

surface Semt). The black star denotes an internal source

generating wavefields for acoustic experiments.

Such a physical laboratory for immersive wave control

experimentation is currently constructed in the Exploration

and Environmental Geophysics Group at the Swiss Federal

Institute of Technology (ETH), Zurich. Immersive bound-

ary conditions have been physically implemented in an air-

filled 1-D waveguide as a proof-of-concept [4] and also

in a 2-D acoustic waveguide between two closely-spaced

plates [5, 6] while for a 3-D domain such as a water tank,

the implementation is on-going work. For that purpose,

custom-built acoustic piezoelectric sources, pressure hy-

drophones, amplifiers, and a high-performance computing

and control unit based on field-programmable gate array

(FPGA) have been manufactured and undergone extensive

testing [7].

Immersive wave experimentation requires monopo-

lar sources deployed on the emitting surface Semt in
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Fig. 1. However, a physical source (e.g., a piezoelec-

tric transducer) projects waves that do not conform to the

theoretically-required monopolar radiation pattern, which

causes controlled wavefields to deviate from those de-

sired, especially at high emitting frequencies for which

source directivity is typically more pronounced than at low

frequencies (< 1 kHz). Ref. [8] proposed a frequency-

wavenumber (f-k) processing method that can compen-

sate for the source radiation pattern in immersive wave

experimentation. The method involves incorporating the

measured source radiation pattern into the pre-computed

Green’s functions used for wavefield extrapolation, which

has been validated in a 2-D synthetic experiment with con-

trol sources on Semt that exhibit non-monopolar radiation

patterns [8].

In this paper, we show the radiation pattern of a BMX

source and discuss the practical application of the source

directivity compensation method. In Section 2, we review

the theory of immersive boundary conditions that can ac-

count for source radiation pattern. We then show the ac-

quisition geometry for measuring the radiation pattern of

a BMX source in the laboratory and introduce the neces-

sary processing methods for obtaining the radiation pat-

tern from the measurement. In Section 3, we show the

measured radiation pattern, and in Section 4, we discuss

the practical usage of these directive sources in immersive

wave experimentation. We conclude the paper with an out-

look for building a 3-D laboratory for immersive wave ex-

perimentation in Section 5.

2. METHOD

2.1 Immersive wave experimentation

Active sources surrounding a closed rigid boundary can

fully control the acoustic wavefield inside based on the fol-

lowing IBC term [9]:

P IBC(x′, t) = −
∫
Semt

Gp(x′, t, xemt, 0) ∗ vn(xemt, t) dS

(1)

where the Green’s function Gp(x′, t, xemt, 0) denotes a

pressure source at xemt (at time 0) and a pressure receiver

at an arbitrary point x′ inside the experimental domain.

The normal to the emitting surface Semt is denoted by n,

and the symbol ∗ refers to convolution in time t. Eqn. (1)

implies that the time signatures for these boundary sources

at xemt are the normal particle velocities vn(xemt, t) of the

waves that have traveled seamlessly between the physical

and virtual domains, without scattering caused by the rigid

boundary.

The normal particle velocity vn [in Eqn. (1)] at Semt

is extrapolated from the interior propagating waves (i.e.,

particle velocities and pressures at the recording surface

Srec) using the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral [2, 10]:

vn(xemt, t) =

∫
Srec

[G(xemt, t, xrec, 0) ∗ vm(xrec, t)

+ Γ(xemt, t, xrec, 0) ∗ p(xrec, t)] · m dS. (2)

Here, G and Γ are the monopolar and dipolar Green’s func-

tions, respectively, with direction m normal to Srec. In

a physical experiment, Eqn. (2) is computed in real time

such that the wavefield extrapolation is faster than waves

traveling between Srec and Semt [4].

As previously noted, physical control sources may ex-

hibit non-isotropic radiation characteristics and hence do

not comply with the theory of immersive boundary con-

ditions, which require monopolar sources deployed on the

rigid boundary [as denoted by Gp in Eqn. (1)]. To com-

pensate for the source radiation pattern, Ref. [8] apply a f-k

processing method to the pre-computed Green’s functions

in Eqn. (2). Here for simplicity, we only show the pro-

cessing scheme for the monopolar Green’s function G, and

the same procedure applies to the dipolar Green’s function

Γ. We show the f-k processing method in a 2-D geometry

which can be extended to a 3-D laboratory application.

We start by (Fourier) transforming the Green’s func-

tion G(xemt, t, xrec, 0) in Eqn. (2) to the frequency-

wavenumber (f-k) domain denoted by Ĝ(k, f, xrec). The

spatial axis xemt corresponds to wavenumber k while t cor-

responds to frequency f . We then process the transformed

Ĝ in the f-k domain:

ˆ̃G(k, f, xrec) = Ĝ(k, f, xrec)Ŵ (π − θ, f) (3)

where Ŵ (π − θ, f) are the directive matched filters in the

frequency domain (denoted by the symbolˆ), and the an-

gle π − θ implies that the compensation of the source ra-

diation pattern applies in the direction of wave reflection

at the active source boundary Semt for out-going waves

(ray path 3 in Fig. 1), and this compensation works also

well for in-going waves (see Ref. [8]). Provided that Semt

is composed of planer surfaces, the angle θ is given as

θ = π/2 + arcsin(ck/f) where c is the wavespeed of the

medium (i.e., water).

Figure 2. Ideal geometry for the measurement of source

radiation patterns (2-D view). The green dot denotes the

source mounted on a rigid boundary while the blue dots

(hydrophones) are arranged along a semi-circle (or a hemi-

sphere in 3-D) with the same distance r0 to the source.

Ideally, the radiation pattern can be measured as pres-

sure responses in different directions θ with the geome-

try shown in Fig. 2. The directive matched filters are cal-

culated from the trace-to-trace deconvolution between the
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signals received in different directions θ from a physical

directive source in the laboratory M̃p(θ, f) and the coun-

terpart analytical signals from a perfect monopolar source

M̃p(θ, f).

Ŵ (θ, f) = Mp(θ, f)/M̃p(θ, f). (4)

Finally, the processed Green’s functions G (and also Γ) in

Eqn. (3) are transformed back to the time-space (t-x) do-

main and further used in wavefield extrapolation [Eqn. (2)]

such that source directivity is compensated.

2.2 Acquisition geometry for radiation patterns

Figure 3 shows the piezoelectric sources and pressure-

sensitive hydrophones that are used in 3-D immersive wave

experimentation [7]. The pressure-sensitive receivers on

the recording surface are custom-built piezoelectric hy-

drophones with negligible directivity [7]. The sources are

Bender mode X-spring (BMX) type of piezoelectric trans-

ducers, which can generate acoustic waves with high out-

put power across the frequency range 1-20kHz [11–13].

These BMX transducers are mounted flush in a rigid steel

plate, which must be included in the measurement of

source directivity due to its influence on the radiation pat-

tern [8]. The BMX source is built in close collaboration

with the Walker Department of Mechanical Engineering at

the University of Texas (UT) at Austin and the Applied

Research Laboratories UT Austin [11].

Instead of using the ideal acquisition geometry in Fig. 2,

we use the geometry shown in Fig. 4 where one active

BMX source emits waves at the center of the rigid steel

plate with the receivers arranged in the X-Y plane that con-

tains the source. This measurement only works for source

radiation pattern with transverse isotropy, which can be in-

ferred from the manufacture of the BMX source with round

front face, shown in Fig. 3(c). Hence, directivity only ex-

ists along the direction towards the normal of the emitting

surface (or the front face of the source) [7, 11]. Figure 5

shows the locations of the source and receivers in the X-Y

plane, and this geometry covers a large (angular) aperture

to characterize the source radiation pattern.

2.3 Redatuming of recorded data

The Cartesian coordinate for the locations of the source

and receivers in Fig. 5 can be transformed into the radia-

tion angle θ against the source-receiver distance as shown

in Fig. 6. Here, we follow a spherical wave spreading

model [14]:

p(ω, r) =
S(ω)e−ikr

r
(5)

where p(ω, r) is the pressure recorded at distance r from

a point source, i is the imaginary unit, and S(ω) is the

frequency spectrum of the source signature. We redatum

the recorded data to the semi-circle (as shown in Fig. 2)

with radius r0 = 0.45 m:

pc(ω, r0) = p(ω, r)
r0
r
eik(r0−r) (6)

Figure 3. (a) Photo of one-sided immersive wave experi-

mentation containing planar source and receiver arrays in

a 3-D water tank. (b) Pressure-sensitive hydrophones (re-

ceivers) with front and back views. These receivers are

held by a lattice of 3 mm-thick rods. (c) Bender-mode X-

spring piezoelectric source with the housing flange (5 cm

diameter).

where pc(ω, r0) is the pressure after redatuming. Finally,

the results are transformed back to the time domain to yield

pc(t, r0). The amplitude and phase variation of pc(t, r0) in

different directions θ represent the source radiation pattern.

3. RESULTS

Figures 7(a) and (b) show the data measured in underwa-

ter experiments using the geometry given in Fig. 4 and the

data redatumed using Eqn. (6), respectively. The source

signature of the BMX source is a Ricker wavelet with

peak frequency 6 kHz, and the wavespeed of water is

c = 1488 m/s. The first events in the redatumed time se-

ries [Fig. 7(b)] have almost identical arrival times, indicat-

ing that the propagation of direct waves in the water tank

is well described by the spherical spreading model.

A strong ringing effect does exist after the expected first

arrival in the recorded data. This ringing is undesired and

pollutes the measurement of the phase variation in different

directions, complicating the estimation of the source radia-

tion pattern. Hence, Eqn. (4) can be further simplified, and

we only focus on the amplitude variation for the radiation

pattern. For the redatumed data shown in Fig. 7(b), we first

calculate the envelope using Hilbert transform [15], which

eliminates the phase variation in different directions. The
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Figure 4. Actual geometry used to measure the radiation

pattern of a BMX source in the underwater acoustic labo-

ratory. The planar receiver array is on the same X-Y plane

(or same Z-level) with the active source.

maximum amplitude values of these envelopes are plotted

against the directions θ, as shown in Fig. 8. This radi-

ation pattern is symmetric with maximum energy in the

normal direction (θ = 90◦) and decreasing emitted en-

ergy to its perpendicular, which is expected in a BMX type

source [11]. We also verify that the change of the redatum-

ing radius r0 does not change the shape of the amplitude

variation trend in Fig. 8 (not shown here).

The obtained radiation pattern in Fig. 8 is not evenly

sampled in the radiation angle θ. To overcome this fact, we

interpolate the acquired pressure data for equally spaced

radiation angles using Modified Akima Cubic Hermite in-

terpolation [16,17], and repeat the estimation of the source

radiation pattern, as shown in Fig. 9. The radiation angles

θ are resampled with 1◦ interval from θ = 10◦ to 170◦.

4. DISCUSSION

The radiation pattern of transducers typically depends on

the signal frequency or wavelength. As for wavelengths on

the order of the transducer dimensions, the geometry of the

source affects the radiation pattern [8]. Hence, the com-

pensation of the source directivity is frequency-dependent,

and the frequency range of the measurement of the radia-

tion pattern must match the operating frequency range of

immersive experimentation.

The ringing tails that exist in the recorded data

[Fig. 7(b)] may not be suppressed or compensated by the

proposed deconvolution in Eqn. (4) and is considered as

artefacts, which should be removed from the data. Naive

deconvolution between the data with ringing tails and the

analytical traces results in the directive matched filters

that if convolving with the pre-computed Green’s func-

tions, generate undesired source emission at the emitting

surface Semt. This ringing effect is probably caused by

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X (m)

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Y 
(m

)

Figure 5. Geometry used to measure the radiation pattern

of a BMX source, with view on X-Y plane. The red dot

denotes the active BMX source and blue dots denote the

receivers.
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Figure 6. The radiation angles θ against source-receiver

(S-R). The red dashed line denotes the reference radius (or

source-receiver distance) to which the received signals are

redatumed.

the (nonlinear) coupling between the rigid steel bound-

ary and the physical source and hence cannot be removed

by a linear filter. Considering this source characteristic,

we plan to first compensate for the amplitude variation in

the measured source radiation pattern. The deconvolution

in Eqn. (4) becomes a simple division, and the directive

matched filters become scalars/ratios varying for waves

traveling in different directions. In this case, the source

compensation method takes only (source) amplitude vari-

ation in different directions into account, which should ef-

fectively remove the undesired effect caused by directive

sources used in immersive wave experimentation [8]. The

wave phase variation in different directions from a direc-

tive physical source is often quite weak or even negligi-

ble [7].

We only measure the radiation pattern of a single source

and assume the radiation pattern only varies little among

the batch of sources such that the measured radiation pat-

tern and further computed directive matched filters can be
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Figure 7. (a) Pressure data recorded with the geometry

shown in Figs. 4 and 5. (b) Redatumed data at a uniform

radius r0 = 0.45 m with the geometry shown in Fig. 2.

used to compensate for the directivity of all the sources.

In the future laboratory work, we will first test whether

this radiation pattern is consistent enough across all the

BMX sources. Alternatively, the directivity compensation

method still holds if radiation patterns are different for all

sources (with some modification, see Ref. [8]). Since the

sources need to be mounted on the rigid steel boundary to

be measured with the radiation patterns, we need a more

effective acquisition geometry or scheme for the measure-

ment, considering that the water tank is limited with its

size, and we should avoid boundary reflection present in

the data for radiation patterns.

The amplitude radiation pattern, shown with data points

in Fig. 8, contains some outliners. The data points that

deviate from the general trend of the radiation pattern

(for θ = 90◦) correspond to the receivers closest to the

source. However, no near-source effect theoretically exists

in acoustic pressure recordings from a point source [18].

These deviations may be caused by the fact that the physi-

cal source has a finite dimension and cannot be considered

as a perfect point source. This issue remains to be investi-

gated in the laboratory, but currently, we can remove these

data points as outliers.
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Figure 8. The source radiation pattern of the BMX source.
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Figure 9. The source radiation pattern of the BMX source

including interpolation of the acquired data to yield evenly

spaced angles θ.

5. OUTLOOK

We presented the measured radiation pattern of a custom-

built BMX-type source in an underwater acoustics lab-

oratory. The source radiation pattern is significantly

non-isotropic, which does not fit into the requirement of

monopoles in the theory for immersive wave experimenta-

tion. In the next step, we will first finish the implementa-

tion of the single-sided immersive boundary condition in a

3-D water tank, shown as in Fig. 3(a). Then we assess the

effect caused by source directivity, especially when using

high emitting frequencies (> 2kHz). We can incorporate

our measured source radiation pattern into immersive wave

experimentation using the theory proposed in Ref. [8]. We

might repeat measurements at some point once we can get

rid of the ringing effect for the current BMX sources such

that the phase variation in different directions can also be

compensated. Finally, we will demonstrate the f-k com-

pensation method in the real laboratory in one-sided/full

3-D experiments.
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